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Role of transverse magnetic fields in electromagnetically induced absorption for elliptically
polarized light
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Using the closed Fg → Fe = Fg + 1 D2 line transition of Rb atoms, we report experimental and numerical
evidence of influence of additional transverse magnetic field when examining electromagnetically induced
absorption 共EIA兲 in the Hanle configuration. The effect was analyzed with two directions of additional magnetic field and in the cases of excitation with linear, elliptical, and circular laser light polarization. The
transverse magnetic field brings substantial differences in the resonance line shape, amplitude, and width. Our
theoretical model includes Doppler broadening. Numerical solutions of our theoretical model are in good
agreement with experimental results. This analysis points out the importance of the presence of stray magnetic
fields when studying EIA.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Electromagnetically induced transparency 共EIT兲 关1,2兴 and
electromagnetically induced absorption 共EIA兲 关3–6兴 occur
due to the same processes, optical pumping and coherences.
These are laser induced processes between hyperfine levels
of ground and excited states, or between Zeeman sublevels
of two hyperfine levels. Atomic schemes required for EIT
and EIA are different—⌳-atomic schemes, and Fg ⱖ Fe, are
necessary for the EIT, while V-atomic schemes, and 0 ⬍ Fg
⬍ Fe, are required for EIA 关7兴. Manifestations of EIT and
EIA are also opposite: narrow transmission resonance 共fluorescence dip兲 occurs in EIT media, while narrow absorption
resonance 共fluorescence gain兲 occurs in EIA media. Note that
EIT is a manifestation of coherent population trapping 共CPT兲
关8兴 and one way of observing CPT 关9,10兴. Depending on the
configuration, i.e., the direction of light polarization vs the
direction of an external magnetic field, both effects can be
explained by optical pumping if a laser electrical vector is
along an external magnetic field or by coherence if a magnetic vector is along the light propagation 关7,11–13兴. While
coherences in the case of EIT are formed between lower
共long-lived兲 levels, coherences in EIA are induced between
upper levels of the V scheme, subsequently transferred via
spontaneous emission to lower hyperfine levels.
Steep dispersion at EIT and EIA resonances leads to the
fascinating change of group velocity of light propagating
through a gas media. Recent techniques have enabled extreme control over group velocities, giving ultraslow or
“stopped” light in EIT medium 关14–16兴 or fast light, in EIA
medium 关5,17–19兴. These works promise practical applications such as controllable optical delay lines, data storage,
and applications for quantum information. Strong dependence of these resonances on external magnetic field opens
possibilities for the new high precision magnetometers
关20,21兴. Studying the dependence of resonance shapes, linewidths, and amplitudes, as functions of experimental parameters, such as laser polarization and magnetic fields, are then
of great interest. Knowledge and understanding of how these
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parameters influence sub-Doppler wide resonances are important for developing or improving precision devices based
on CPT and EIA.
EIT and EIA are mainly studied in a Doppler broadened
media, by measuring or calculating laser transmission or
fluorescence. Measurements are made by using either a
probe-pump or a Hanle configuration. In the latter, a single
laser excites a two-level atom while external magnetic scanជ
ning field B
scan varies around zero. External magnetic field
ជB
scan is directed along propagation of laser light 共direction of
ជ
kជ 兲. In a typical setup, transverse B
trans 共in respect to laser
light propagation兲 magnetic field is minimized and its effects
on the results are neglected or ignored.
Studies on CPT and EIT are more comprehensive than on
EIA. Recently, influence of transverse magnetic fields on the
amplitude and linewidths of the CPT resonances, observed in
fluorescence, and of the EIT, observed in the laser transmission, were investigated in Rb, for the excitation with linear,
circular, and elliptical laser light polarization 关22兴. It is
shown that transverse magnetic field enhances or reduces
共and even eliminates兲 CPT 共EIT兲 depending on the orientation of this magnetic field with respect to the laser polarization. CPT resonances in Cs were studied with laser light
having different elliptical polarization and for a few values
of additional magnetic field perpendicular to a scanning
magnetic field 关23兴. Both works 关22,23兴 show strong variation of the amplitude of induced absorption gain for the circularly polarized laser light in the presence of transverse
magnetic fields with components perpendicular to the laser
propagation. Renzoni et al. 关24兴, have shown that transverse
magnetic field enhances narrow fluorescence gain 共EIA兲 of
circularly polarized laser, near zero values of scanning magnetic field. Studies of the behavior of EIA with interacting
laser light of different ellipticity include works of Alzetta et
al. 关25兴, who showed different Hanle wave forms and signs
of the fluorescence resonance for linearly and circularly polarized laser light. The fact that they were able to see the
resonance 共fluorescence dip兲 was theoretically explained to
be due to imperfect circularly polarized light. The effect of
the laser ellipticity, on EIA amplitudes and widths, in the
presence of Doppler broadening, was recently studied by
Brazhnikov 关26兴 and of the intensity by Mijailović 关27兴.
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ជ . Laser electric field is
which is the direction of the B
scan
given by
ⴱ
ⴱ
yx
+ eជ ⴱy cos共共1兲t + 共1兲
兲E共1兲0y
.
Eជ 共rជ0,t兲 = eជ ⴱx cos共共1兲t兲E共1兲0x

共1兲
The laser elliptical polarization is characterized by ellipticity
, as given by
tan  =
FIG. 1. Level diagrams for the Fg = 2 → Fe = 3 transition of 87Rb
共up兲 and Fg = 3 → Fe = 4 transition of 85Rb 共down兲. Lines connecting
Zeeman sublevels stand for both optical pumping 共by ± and 
light兲 and spontaneous emission.

In this work we have analyzed theoretically and experimentally the influence of transverse magnetic fields Btrans on
amplitudes and widths of the EIA, in Rb atoms for different
polarizations of the laser light. Hanle transmission curves
were calculated and measured when the laser is locked to
either Fg = 3 → Fe = 4 transition in 85Rb or to Fg = 2 → Fe = 3
transition in 87Rb. Effects of Btrans are presented for linearly
and for circularly polarized laser light. Also shown are the
results for the laser light polarization which is close to linear
and polarization close to circular, in order to separate potential influence of the polarization from the influence of the
transverse magnetic field. We have analyzed effects of Btrans
ជ
for two possible directions of B
trans in a plane of the laser
light polarization. In this paper, we present a systematic
study on the dependence of EIA on both additional magnetic
fields, and on the laser polarization.

II. THEORETICAL MODEL

In this section we present the model used to calculate the
transmission of a laser beam, resonant to the closed Fg = 2
→ Fe = 3 transition of 87Rb or Fg = 3 → Fe = 4 transition of
85
Rb. The atomic level schemes used in the calculations are
presented in Fig. 1. Zeeman sublevels are coupled by the
arbitrarily polarized laser field propagating along the z axis,

E共1兲0y
E共1兲0x

.

共2兲

ជ
In our study we consider the two possible directions of B
trans
ជ
共see Fig. 2兲. In Fig. 2 Btotal and ␣ are
ជ
ជ
Bជ total = B
scan + Btrans ,

␣ = arctan

Btotal
.
Bscan

共3兲

Using quantization axis parallel to total magnetic field in the
ជ , elliptical polarization berotated coordinate system B
total
comes
yx
ជ 共rជ ,t兲 = eជ cos共 t兲E
ជ y cos共共1兲t + 共1兲
兲E共1兲0y
E
0
x
共1兲
共1兲0x + e
zx
+ eជ z cos共共1兲t + 共1兲
兲E共1兲0z ,

共4兲

where
ⴱ2
ⴱ2
2
2
2
E共1兲0 = 共E共1兲0x
+ E共1兲0y
兲1/2 = 共E共1兲0x
+ E共1兲0y
+ E共1兲0z
兲1/2 共5兲

is the amplitude of the laser electric field. This choice of
quantization axis means that Zeeman sublevels are coupled
by +, −, and  light, resulting, as shown in Fig. 1, in
multiple V-atomic schemes.
Optical Bloch equations were solved for density matrix
elements i,j for the atomic system of magnetic sublevels of
both the ground and of the excited states. Assuming pure
radiative relaxation and the closed system, equations have
the following form:

ជ
FIG. 2. Two directions of B
trans which were
x
ជ
taken into consideration: 共a兲 Btrans
, along the x
ជ y , along the y axis. The laser light
axis; 共b兲 B
trans
propagates along the z axis. Note that laser elecជ for linear polarization and major axis
tric field E
of polarization ellipse are always directed along
ជ
the x axis, but we change direction of B
trans.
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where g and e refer to the ground and the excited state hyperfine levels, respectively. Fast oscillations at laser frequency 共1兲 in Eq. 共6兲 were eliminated by the usual substitution
˜ e g e−i共1兲t .
 eig j = 
i j

共7兲

In Eq. 共6兲, a,b,q = e具a兩uជ qrជ兩b典, where the symbols a and b
indicate any ground or excited Zeeman sublevel given by the
quantum number mg共e兲. G1 is the constant proportional to the
reduced matrix element of the dipole operator between the
ground and the excited states,
G1 ⬃ 具neLe储rជ储ngLg典

共8兲

me,mg,q = G1共− 1兲me

冉

Fg 1

Fe

mg q − me

冊

,

共9兲

3J

where q = 0 , ± 1. Amplitude of the laser electric field enters
equations in quantities,
G2i =

E共1兲0i

2冑2ប

,

i = x,y,z,

共10兲

where E共1兲0i are components of the laser electric field vector
ជ
Eជ in a rotated coordinate system. For the case of B
trans
ជx
ជ
ជ x兲 rotation is performed
=B
trans 共Btrans directed along ±e
around eជ y, and parameters were changed accordingly to

which is taken from 关28兴. The expression for  then becomes
013814-3
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ⴱ
E共1兲0y = E共1兲0y
,
ⴱ
,
E共1兲0z = ± sin ␣E共1兲0x
yxⴱ
yx
共1兲
= 共1兲
,
zx
共1兲
= 0.

共11兲

ជy
ជ
ជ y兲, rotation is perIf Bជ trans = B
trans 共Btrans directed along ±e
formed around eជ x and parameters were changed as
ⴱ
E共1兲0x = E共1兲0x
,

most probable velocity of the atoms 共equal ⬃240 m / s for
Rb atoms at room temperature兲 and r = 2.45 mm is the radius
of the laser beam.
The system of equations given in 共6兲 was solved assuming
a steady state of an atomic system, an approximation which
is correct for cold atoms. Our experimental results can be
compared to the steady state solution of Eq. 共6兲 since the
estimated atom transit time through the laser beam is longer
than calculated time required for atoms to reach a steady
state when suddenly illuminated by light tuned to a closed
transition 关30兴.
As a spectroscopic signal we consider the total excitedstate population
⌸ e = 兺  eiei

ⴱ
,
E共1兲0y = cos ␣E共1兲0y

E共1兲0z = ⫿ sin

ⴱ
␣E共1兲0y
,

yxⴱ
yx
共1兲
= 共1兲
,
yxⴱ
zx
共1兲
= 共1兲
.

FIG. 3. Experimental setup. External cavity
diode laser 共ECDL兲, optical insulator 共OI兲,
Doppler-free dichroic atomic vapor laser lock
共DDAVLL兲, variable neutral density filter
共VNDF兲, polarizer 共P兲, detector 共D兲.

共12兲

共15兲

as a function of the magnetic field amplitude Bscan. Since all
atoms in the excited state decay at the same rate, this number
is proportional to the light absorption coefficient in optically
thin media. Theoretical results shown below as a laser transmission spectroscopic signal are in fact 共1 − ⌸e兲. The dependence of this quantity on Bscan is the Hanle transmission
curve and we denote it by T.

yx
zx
共共1兲
兲 stand for phase differences between y and x
Here 共1兲
共z and x兲 electric field components.
In Eq. 共6兲 Eg共e兲 = g共e兲ប are energies describing Zeeman
ជ
splitting due to applied magnetic field B
total of the ground and
excited levels with quantum numbers mg共e兲 and were calculated as

Eg共e兲 = BgFg共e兲mg共e兲Btotal .

共13兲

Here B is the Bohr magneton and gFg共e兲 is the Landé gyromagnetic factor for two hyperfine levels. Laser detuning,
which is the difference between laser frequency and the resonance frequency is given by
⌬D = 共1兲 − 共e0 − g0兲.

共14兲

2
2
2Fe+1 ⌫L兩G1兩 = ⌫,

In Eq. 共6兲
where ⌫ is the total spontaneous
emission rate of any excited state 共2 ⫻ 5.89 for 85Rb, and
2 ⫻ 6.06 for 87Rb兲. The ground-state relaxation rate is given
by ␥. In the absence of relaxation mechanisms in the vacuum
Rb vacuum cell 共we assume that collisions do not play any
role in the coherence lifetime because of low atomic density兲, ␥ is determined by the atom transit time through the
laser beam. It describes the rate at which atoms enter and
leave the laser beam. Under these assumptions we have calculated ␥ from ␥ = vmp / r 关29兴, where vmp = 冑2kBT / M is the

ជ
ជ
FIG. 4. Mutual orientations of B
trans and E considered in our
analysis: 共a兲 and 共b兲 linear polarization; 共c兲 and 共d兲 elliptical polarization  = 10°.
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ជ
ជ
FIG. 5. Calculated 共a兲 and measured 共b兲 Hanle EIA resonances for linearly polarized laser light, when B
trans 储 E for
x
x
x
2
intensity is I = 0.6 mW/ cm ; solid curves, Btrans = 0; dashed curves, Btrans = 200 mG; and dotted curves, Btrans = 460 mG.

The Doppler effect was taken into account in calculations
of the total light transmission by averaging transmission
curves, calculated for a single atomic velocity, over velocities in the range 共−700, 700兲 m / s according to
T = 兺 T共vi兲w共vi兲,

共16兲

where w共vi兲 are the weights of the Maxwell-Boltzmann distribution f共v兲. We calculated them as

w共vi兲 =

冕

vi+vi+1/2

vi−1+vi/2

f共v兲dv .

87

Rb. The laser

共17兲

T共vi兲 is the transmission curve for the range of the scanning
field Bscan from −0.85 to 0.85 G, for a particular atomic velocity vi, i.e., for the laser frequency detuning ⌬D 共1.28 MHz
per atomic velocity of 1 m/s兲. As indicated in 关31兴, due to
different rates at which Hanle profiles change with atomic
velocities at low and at high atomic velocities, partition of
f共v兲 was not uniform. Instead, our partition is denser at lower
velocities, which ensure a good approximation to the convo-

FIG. 6. Calculated 共curves兲 and measured 共points兲 amplitudes 关共a兲 and 共c兲兴 and widths 关共b兲 and 共d兲兴, of the EIA for 87Rb 关共a兲 and 共b兲兴 and
2
2
ជ
ជ
for 85Rb 关共c兲 and 共d兲兴. B
trans 储 E. The laser intensities were I = 0.6 mW/ cm 关共a兲 and 共b兲兴 and I = 1 mW/ cm 关共c兲 and 共d兲兴. Theoretical results
for amplitudes were scaled from amplitudes in Fig. 5 by the constant number.
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ជ
ជ
FIG. 7. Calculated 共a兲 and measured 共b兲 Hanle EIA resonances for linearly polarized laser light, for 87Rb. B
trans ⬜ E. Solid curves,
y
y
y
dashed curves, Btrans = 50 mG; dotted curves, Btrans = 200 mG; and dashed-dotted curves, Btrans = 300 mG. The laser intensity is
I = 0.6 mW/ cm2.

y
Btrans
= 0;

lution integral, and also saves computation time.

III. EXPERIMENTAL SETUP

The experiment is schematically shown in Fig. 3. An extended cavity diode laser is frequency locked to either the
Fg = 2 → Fe = 3 transition of 87Rb or Fg = 3 → Fe = 4 transition
of 85Rb, by a Doppler-free dichroic atomic vapor laser lock
共DDAVLL兲 technique 关32兴. Both transitions are closed transitions in D2 lines, and both start from a higher ground-state
hyperfine level. Of the three allowed transitions to excited
state hyperfine levels, unresolved due to the Doppler broadening, the one that is used for laser locking is the strongest
and determines the resonance sign. The laser light intensity
and polarization are set by a combination of half-wave and
quarter-wave plates, and a linear polarizer. The laser light
passes through the Rb cell before its intensity is detected by
the photodiode. The Rb cell is placed inside a solenoid which
generates scanning magnetic field 共Bscan兲 in the range from
−0.85 to 0.85 G. We used two cells, 8-cm-long cell with
natural abundance of Rb isotopes for experiments with 85Rb,
and 1.5-cm-long cell enriched with 87Rb for experiments
with 87Rb. As shown below, there are no noticeable differences between the results obtained with two Rb isotopes in

two different cells. This showed that different optical paths
and laser absorption, polarization rotation, and noncompensated stray magnetic fields away from the center of the
Helmholtz cage had a negligible role in our measurements of
EIA. The Rb cell is in the center of three pairs of large,
mutually orthogonal Helmholtz coils. Separate current
sources for the Helmholtz coils allow compensation of the
stray magnetic field resulting in a residual magnetic field of
⬇1 mG as measured by a Gauss meter. One of the Helmholtz coils was also used to generate controllable magnetic
ជ , transverse to the scanning Bជ
fields B
trans
scan magnetic field.
Before the photodiode, the laser beam is attenuated by variable neutral density filter to about the same dc level to avoid
saturation and diode’s different responses at different light
levels. The diode signal proportional to the laser light transmitted through the Rb cell was averaged using a digital
oscilloscope.

IV. COMPARISON BETWEEN THEORETICAL AND
EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

We now compare theoretical and experimental results obtained in order to understand the behavior of the EIA in
configuration with crossed magnetic fields, when laser light

FIG. 8. Calculated 共curves兲 and measured 共points兲 amplitudes 共a兲 and widths 共b兲, of the EIA for 87Rb. The laser polarization is linear,
ជB ⬜ Eជ , and intensity is I = 0.6 mW/ cm2. Theoretical results for amplitudes were scaled from amplitudes in Fig. 7 by the constant number.
trans
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FIG. 9. Calculated populations of ground-state sublevels for 87Rb. Laser light polarization is linear and intensity is I = 0.6 mW/ cm2;
x
population of 共a兲 mg = 0, 共b兲 sum of mg = 1 and mg = −1, 共c兲 sum of mg = 2 and mg = −2; solid curves, Btrans = 0 mG; dashed curves, Btrans
y
= 200 mG; and dotted curves, Btrans = 200 mG.

has different polarizations. We analyzed closed transitions
Fg = 2 → Fe = 3 in 87Rb or Fg = 3 → Fe = 4 in 85Rb of the D2
line. The work has been done for the laser light with different
polarizations, linear, elliptical, and circular. The presentation
of the results is as follows. We divide our results into three
separate sections: Sec. IV A for linear; Sec. IV B for near
linear; and Sec. IV C for circular and close-to-circular laser
polarization. We have analyzed two cases, i.e., two possible
directions of Bជ trans in plane of the laser light polarization 共see
Fig. 2兲. We present our results for EIA amplitudes and widths
as a function of transverse magnetic fields for Btrans changing

from zero in only one direction. Experimental and theoretical
ជ
results for B
trans in opposite directions are identical to the
presented results. Amplitudes were evaluated, such as the
difference between transmission minimum at Bscan = 0 and
the value of the fit of the Hanle profile, in the absence of
EIA, also at Bscan = 0. EIA widths are full width at halfmaximum of the Hanle resonance. Calculated and measured
results for widths can be directly compared, because our theoretical model gives widths in units of Bscan. Theoretical
results for amplitudes were scaled with a constant number in

ជ
ជ x 共i.e., parallel
FIG. 10. Calculated 共a兲 and measured 共b兲 Hanle EIA resonances for elliptically polarized laser light,  = 10°, when B
trans 储 e
x
x
to the major axis of polarization ellipse兲 for 85Rb. The laser intensity is I = 0.6 mW/ cm2; solid curves, Btrans
= 0; dashed curves, Btrans
x
= 50 mG; and dotted curves, Btrans = 100 mG.
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FIG. 11. Calculated 共curves兲 and measured 共points兲 amplitudes 共a兲 and widths 共b兲, of the EIA for 85Rb. The laser ellipticity  = 10°,
Bជ trans 储 eជ x, and intensity is I = 0.6 mW/ cm2. Theoretical results for amplitudes were scaled from amplitudes in Fig. 10 by the constant number.

order to present them together with the experimental
results.
A. EIA excitation with linearly polarized laser light

Effects of homogeneous magnetic field, parallel to the laជ
ជ
ser electrical vector, B
trans 储 E 关Fig. 4共a兲兴 on the Hanle EIA
wave forms, EIA amplitudes and widths, for 87Rb, are shown
in Figs. 5 and 6. Theoretical and experimental Hanle curves
x
, presented in Figs. 5共a兲 and 5共b兲,
for three values of Btrans
show very similar wave forms for both central regions 共EIA
resonance兲 and adjacent regions 共single photon absorption兲.
As seen from these results in Fig. 6, the EIA amplitude inx
, while EIA width gets wider only when
creases with Btrans
x
values of Btrans are above 100 mG. When the transverse magជx
netic field B
trans is parallel to the laser polarization and
Bscan = 0, quantization axis is taken along the same direction.
This configuration enables optical pumping in the mg = 0 sublevel since it is the sublevel most coupled to the laser light.
This increases absorption at Bscan = 0. Therefore, the role of
the transverse magnetic field is such that it enhances the
alignment at Bscan = 0, and thus increase of Bscan destroys the
alignment more slowly. While amplitudes and widths for
87
Rb were calculated and measured at the laser intensity of

0.6 mW/ cm2 关Figs. 6共a兲 and 6共b兲兴, results shown for 85Rb
关Figs. 6共c兲 and 6共d兲兴 are for the input laser intensity of
1 mW/ cm2. Similarity between results with two different
Rb isotopes is evident from Fig. 6. In the following figures
we will show either results for 85Rb or 87Rb.
y
, orthogonal to the laser polarWhen magnetic field Bជ trans
ization 关see Fig. 4共b兲兴 is applied, Hanle EIA for linearly polarized laser light behaves as we show in Figs. 7 and 8.
Relatively good agreement between Hanle profiles at differy
obtained in the experiment and calculated is evident
ent Btrans
in Figs. 7共a兲 and 7共b兲. One can see from Figs. 8共a兲 and 8共b兲
y
on EIA is different from the effect
that the effect of Btrans
x
produced by Btrans. Coherences at Bscan = 0 are destroyed
y
reaches 400–500 mG. Changes of EIA widths, as
when Btrans
shown in Fig. 8共b兲, are also quite different compared with the
x
. Acbehavior of EIA when additional magnetic field is Btrans
cording to the results in Fig. 8, at high transverse magnetic
fields, experimental EIA widths increase until EIA vanishes,
y
when EIA narrows
while theory predicts the range of Btrans
before it disappears. Transverse magnetic field, perpendicular to the laser polarization, acts on the induced alignment at
Bscan = 0 in a similar manner as Bscan ⫽ 0 with Btrans = 0, it
transfers population away from magnetic sublevels strongly
coupled by the laser light. This is evident from calculations
of Zeeman sublevels populations when Btrans is present 共Fig.

ជ
ជ y is parallel to the
FIG. 12. Calculated 共a兲 and measured 共b兲 Hanle EIA resonances for elliptically polarized laser light, for 85Rb. B
trans 储 e
y
minor axis of the polarization ellipse. The laser ellipticity is  = 10°, and the intensity is I = 0.6 mW/ cm2. Solid curves, Btrans
= 0; dashed
y
y
y
curves, Btrans = 50 mG; dotted curves, Btrans = 100 mG; and dashed-dotted curves, Btrans = 120 mG.
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FIG. 13. Calculated 共curves兲 and measured 共points兲 amplitudes 共a兲 and widths 共b兲 of the EIA for 85Rb. The laser polarization is elliptical
 = 10°, Bជ trans 储 eជ y, and intensity is I = 0.6 mW/ cm2. Theoretical results for amplitudes were scaled from amplitudes in Fig. 12 by the constant
number.

9兲. Theoretical results for the Hanle EIA are in fact a combined contribution of atomic populations of different Zeeman
ground sublevels. Populations of Zeeman sublevels of the
ground-state hyperfine level Fg = 2 as a function of Bscan are
calculated for different values and directions of Bជ trans. We see
x
that additional magnetic field in the x direction, Btrans
= 200 mG, enhances the EIA by moving populations to inner
magnetic sublevels, i.e., by changing the atomic orientation.
The same value of magnetic field but directed along the y
y
, eliminates EIA altogether.
axis, Btrans
B. EIA excitation with elliptically „ = 10°…
polarized laser light

Next, we compare calculated and measured results, when
in the presence of Btrans the laser polarization has small deviation from linear. The ellipticity angle  is 10°, or
E共1兲0x / E共1兲0y = 5.67. As for the linearly polarized light, we
ជ
ជ x 关see Fig. 4共c兲兴. The experifirst present results when B
trans 储 e
mental results are compared with those calculated in Figs. 10
and 11. Here 共Fig. 10兲 we show Hanle EIA resonances for
85
Rb, comparing calculated 共a兲 and measured 共b兲 results, for
different transverse magnetic fields. Indeed, according to
these wave forms, and according to the results for EIA amplitudes and widths in Fig. 11, such change of ellipticity
matters. Both calculated and experimental results, for both

Rb isotopes, show EIA amplitudes going through a minimum
at ⬃100 mG.
Results obtained when the laser light is elliptical 共ellipticជ
ity  = 10°兲, and B
trans is parallel to the minor axis of the
ellipse 关see Fig. 4共d兲兴 show constant lowering of the EIA
y
. As for the EIA width,
amplitude as a function of the Btrans
y
EIA gets narrower after some Btrans, before it vanishes. Results are presented in Figs. 12 and 13. Therefore, for both
linearly and weakly elliptically polarized light, additional
y
, destroys the EIA. Although EIA amplimagnetic field Btrans
y
for linearly and
tudes and widths vary similarly with Btrans
y
reweakly polarized light, there are some differences. Btrans
quired to eliminate EIA is smaller for elliptically than for
linearly polarized light 共see Figs. 8 and 13兲. As both theoretical and experimental results show, the EIA width first iny
, and then slowly decreases with an increases with Btrans
y
y
for
crease of Btrans. Maximum of this curve is at lower Btrans
elliptically polarized light.
C. Atomic excitation with circular and close-to-circular
polarized laser light

For a highly elliptical laser light,  ⱖ 35°, two orientations
of Bជ trans 关see Fig. 14共a兲兴, parallel to the major or minor axis
of ellipse, produce very similar results. In Fig. 15 we present
the results for  = 35° 共E共1兲0x / E共1兲0y = 1.42兲. Figures 15共a兲 and

ជ
ជ
FIG. 14. Mutual orientations of B
trans and E
considered in our analysis: 共a兲 elliptical polarization  = 35° and 共b兲 circular polarization.
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FIG. 15. Calculated 关共a兲 and 共c兲兴 and measured 关共b兲 and 共d兲兴 Hanle transmission data for elliptically polarized laser light,  = 35°. Laser
x
ជ
ជ x 关共a兲 and 共b兲兴, and for 87Rb and Bជ trans 储 eជ y 关共c兲 and 共d兲兴. Solid curves, Btrans
intensity is I = 0.6 mW/ cm2. Results are for 85Rb and B
trans 储 e
x
= 0 mG; dashed curves, Btrans = 100 mG.

ជ
15共b兲 are for B
trans parallel to the major axis of the ellipse,
ជ
and Figs. 15共c兲 and 15共d兲 are for B
trans parallel to the minor
axis of the ellipse. Calculated and measured results give
qualitatively the same behavior of the Hanle resonance with

transverse magnetic fields. As we show theoretically and experimentally, for laser ellipticity this high, Btrans has a strong
influence on Hanle resonance and on the entire Hanle profile
x
⬍ 10 mG and laser intensity considered
as well. For Btrans

y
FIG. 16. Calculated populations of ground sublevels for 87Rb. Btrans
= 100 mG and intensity is I = 0.6 mW/ cm2; 共a兲  = 0°, 共b兲  = 10°, 共c兲
 = 35°; solid curves, population of mg = 0; dashed curves, sum of mg = 1 and mg = −1; and dotted curves, sum of mg = 2 and mg = −2.
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FIG. 17. Calculated 共a兲 and measured 共b兲 Hanle transmission data for circularly polarized laser light, for 87Rb and for the laser intensity
of I = 0.6 mW/ cm2; solid curves, Btrans = 0 mG; dashed curves, Btrans = 30 mG; and dotted curves, Btrans = 100 mG.

here 共I = 0.6 mW/ cm2兲, a small EIA is observed. Increase of
Btrans leads to change of sign of the resonance and transmission peak dominates the Hanle transmission curve. Experimental result from Fig. 15共d兲 共solid curve兲 shows that Btrans
was not well compensated since the Hanle transmission profile has small EIT. This indicates the importance of control of
stray magnetic field in experiments with EIA for laser ellipticity this high.
Like our results for the EIA, the results for CPT for highly
elliptical light also show that the sign of the resonance depends if transverse 共or stray兲 magnetic field is present or not
关23兴. It was shown 关23兴 that if the Cs cell was not well
shielded from laboratory magnetic field, CPT fluorescence
dip switches to fluorescence gain.
It is evident from our results that for intensity considered
here 共I = 0.6 mW/ cm2兲, EIA disappears with increase of
y
Btrans
. We have already discussed 共in Sec. IV A兲 that it takes
y
to destroy elliptical EIA than linear EIA. Difsmaller Btrans
y
depending if the laser
ferences produced on the EIA by Btrans
light is linear or elliptical are evident from populations of
Zeeman sublevels calculated for three different ellipticities
as a function of Bscan 共see Fig. 16兲. Figure 16 presents rapid
variations of calculated magnetic sublevel populations in the
y
= 100 mG when ellipticity increases. Note
presence of Btrans
that dashed and dotted curves are, respectively, the sums of
mg = ± 1 and mg = ± 2 populations. Dependence of the population of edge sublevels on Bscan is different 共has opposite
sign兲 than dependence of population of inner Zeeman sublevels. While a sum of populations of edge sublevels 共mg
= ± 2兲 shows EIA, inner sublevels 共mg = 0 and mg = ± 1兲 show
EIT regardless of the ellipticity. It is evident from Figs.
16共a兲–16共c兲 that light of higher ellipticity pumps more atoms
into inner magnetic sublevels which for  = 35° leads to inversion of sign of the resonance. As the result, Hanle transmission profile shows EIT.
When the laser light is circularly polarized, and Btrans = 0,
no V schemes can be formed between Zeeman sublevels of
the ground and excited hyperfine levels. This light only
pumps atoms into Zeeman sublevels of the edge mg, creating
ជ . Thus, Hanle
a magnetic momentum directed along the B
scan
transmission obtained by scanning Bscan should show no
resonances. This indeed is shown theoretically in Fig. 17共a兲,
by the solid curve. Increase of the Btrans, which is in the plane

of the laser light polarization 关Fig. 14共b兲兴, redistributes the
atomic population, which causes an increase of the laser
transmission at Bscan = 0. Uncompensated magnetic fields in
the experiment 共measured to be around ⬃1 mG兲 cause small
transmission gain as given by the solid line in Fig. 17共b兲.
Induced transmission gain becomes higher as Btrans becomes
large, both its amplitude and width increasing with Btrans.
V. CONCLUSION

This work presents, through calculated and measured results, strong variations of Hanle EIA when, in the presence
of transverse magnetic fields, laser polarization takes different ellipticity. The investigations were carried on the D2 line
of Rb, for the closed Fg → Fe = Fg + 1 atomic system. For linear polarization, when the laser electric vector is parallel to
transverse magnetic field, enhancement of the EIA is observed. Increase of transverse magnetic field orthogonal to
the laser electric vector weakens the EIA 共and even diminishes it兲. Changing the laser polarization, from linear to near
linear, does not change significantly qualitative and quantitative behavior of the EIA in the presence of Btrans. For laser
light highly elliptically polarized, we have shown that EIA,
as it was observed previously for CPT, is extremely sensitive
to small transverse magnetic fields 共and changes sign when
these fields are higher兲. When the laser light is circularly
polarized, both theory and experiment also show strong influence of very small stray magnetic fields on a Hanle profile. A nonzero transverse magnetic field induces coherences
between Zeeman sublevels and Hanle transmission profile
shows transmission peak for circularly polarized laser light.
Theory and experiment agree well on shapes of Hanle profiles and on the dependence of EIA amplitudes and widths on
transverse magnetic fields for the entire range which we considered in our analysis. Comprehensive studies presented
here of effects of stray magnetic fields, transverse to the
scanning magnetic field, and on the laser polarization on the
EIA, emphasizes importance of good shielding from laboratory magnetic fields and careful verification of a degree of
laser light polarization.
This work was supported by the Ministry of Science and
Environmental Protection of the Republic of Serbia Grant
No. 141003.
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